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INTRODUCTION 

AECB Chair: Chris Herring 

 
 
 
The title of our conference this year - ‘never mind the green wash’ – did, I think, neatly sum up the 
AECB.  In my introduction I looked at what ‘green wash’ was all about, and why the AECB is an 
antidote.  Certainly, judging from the column inches, exhibitions, conferences, sustainability 
indicators and so on, we could be forgiven for thinking that the environmental problem should be 
cracked.  But we know it’s not.  We know – or at least all of our best intelligence says - that as a 
species we are rushing headlong and blind towards potential disaster.  We know these challenges 
are enormous.  We know that they can lead us to despair.  But if we don’t face up to this, and truly 
accept where we are, then we will not be able to move forward and act as effectively as we can.  
And without clear sighted and effective action, we can easily slip into the token actions which we 
can characterise as ‘greenwash’.   

 
For me, the AECB is pre-eminently about hope and about action.  Not blind hope or pointless action, 
but hope and action firmly rooted in a clear understanding and acceptance of where we are; of the 
challenges we face.  In my conference introduction, I quoted Professor Clive Hamilton, from his book 
‘Requiem for a Species’, where he says:  “Sometimes facing up to the truth is just too hard.  When 
the facts are distressing it is easier to reframe or ignore them.  Around the world only a few have 
truly faced up to the facts about global warming.  Apart from the ‘climate sceptics’ most people do 
not disbelieve what the climate scientists have been saying about the calamities expected to befall 
us.  But accepting intellectually is not the same as accepting emotionally the possibility that the 
world as we know it is heading for a horrible end.  It’s the same with our own deaths; we all accept 
that we will die, but it is only when death is imminent that we confront the true meaning of our own 
mortality.”  This may seem a bleak introduction to this review of the AECB’s year, but what seems 
particularly relevant to me is Hamilton’s conclusion to the book.  “Despair, accept, act.  These are 
the three stages we must pass through.  Despair is a natural human response to the new reality we 
face and to resist it is to deny the truth. .....Emerging from despair means accepting the situation and 
resuming our equanimity; but if we go no further we risk becoming mired in passivity and fatalism.  
Only by acting, and acting ethically, can we redeem our humanity.”  Or to quote closer to home, 
AECB Trustee Nick Grant said:  “So do we give up? I’m an optimistic pessimist. As individuals we are 
all going to die anyway and as a species we will soon have been an insignificant blip compared with 
the dinosaurs. But that doesn’t stop most of us getting up in the morning. It’s my nature to try and 
fix things so I’ll do my bit to help make buildings work better with significantly less resources.  This is 
part of the human condition: to be able to know where we are heading and yet to carry on as if what 
we do matters. I’m heartened to see others excited by the challenge of doing the same. Tackling any 
big problem needs an obsessive attention to detail but we also need the harshest critics to shake us 
when we lose the bigger picture or are wasting our short lives heading down blind alleys.” 
 
I continue to take great heart from the AECB, which I think is itself in great heart.  Any gathering of 
AECB members seems to be a heady mix of enthusiasm, passion and open sharing which gives real 
hope.  There is certainly something very special about our organisation and everyone involved which 
is hard to nail, but easy to experience.  It is something to do with that third step into action and 
certainly part of what keeps the organisation special for me.   
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The last year has certainly been a very full one, to which I can’t do justice in this introduction.  The 
work we started with the Carbonlite programme almost a decade ago has of course matured into 
the work of the Passivhaus Trust.  Many AECB members are underpinning their sustainability work 
with the rigorous discipline of the Passivhaus methodology, and many are now members of both 
organisations.  The Trust has matured well over the last year, and I think within the AECB we should 
be very proud that our work has led to such a well founded and influential organisation, which 
retains its fundamental link to the AECB.   
 
Pre-eminently the AECB is all the membership and about networking, which is why our growing 
network of local groups continues to be so important.  While enthusiasm ca n vary over time, and it 
is inevitable that groups will wax and wane, nevertheless it is quite clear that they work and have a 
key role to play within our organisation.  Apart from our annual conference, and forum, our groups 
are one of the best ways to facilitate the links between members which are so important to a vibrant 
and effective organisation like ours. 
 
The last year has also seen consolidation of our core functions, with a good staff team operating the 
AECB efficiently and effectively.  We also had a strong presence at Ecobuild, and nine months later 
members are still proudly sporting their iconic “Never Mind the Greenwash” badges.  There is so 
much more I could say and even more exciting initiatives in the pipeline too, but I will all that to 
Andy Simmonds.  If ever the AECB were needed it is probably now.  We have the expertise and we 
can be each other’s harshest critics, but underlying what we do we have clear sighted hope.  We can 
act, and act ethically, and if anything can redeem us, it is this.  Long live the AECB! 
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AECB PROGRESS AND ACTIVITIES 

Chief Executive:  Andy Simmonds 

 
Less is More 
This report has been published at the end of an unprecedented fifteen years in UK energy policy 
history.  It began with the formal acceptance of the need for a climate change policy by the last 
Conservative Government in 1997 and culminated with the Climate Change Act and the 4th Carbon 
Budget.   
 
 

 
 
Less is More is a significant new contribution to the debate and offers an alternative to the emerging 
orthodoxy of large-scale electrification of heat and road transport as a way to achieve or beat the 
UK's 2050 CO2 emissions target. This is based on more vigorous and systematic pursuit of energy 
efficiency throughout the economy; on technologies such as large-scale solar heat, piped to urban 
buildings; a road and air transport system synthesising liquid fuels in part from renewable electricity, 
supplementing the biofuel resource; a small electricity supply system, supplied largely by 
despatchable sources, assisting with network security; and the more vigorous pursuit of carbon 
dioxide (CO2) sequestration options, particularly in the biosphere.   

 
Less is More contends that an electric future is more costly and could be slower to deliver significant 
CO2 reductions than the alternatives. Vigorous pursuit of energy efficiency, plus biosequestration, 
plus more focus on UK energy uses and the characteristics of energy systems, sets the stage for 
significantly cheaper and more secure energy supply options. Less-electric futures appear to have 
the capacity to deliver CO2 reductions both more cheaply and more quickly than more-electric. 
Cumulative emissions to 2050 are at least as important as emissions in the year 2050.  

 
The report highlights key areas for technology, product and supply chain development. They include 
piped heat, which is a mature technology in several of Britain's continental neighbours, and heats 
over 60% of Danish buildings, but remains uncommon in the UK. They include high-performance 
insulation systems that could significantly reduce losses in heat storage and distribution systems at 
all scales, along with renewable fuel production. Heat networks play a systematic role in the 
scenario, opening up access to large-scale solar, geothermal and waste heat resources at lower costs 
than new electricity sources and reducing the risk that the UK will be unable to keep the lights on.  
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Less is More contains a critique of the dysfunctionality of UK energy markets. The authors note that 
water is supplied by vertically-integrated and regulated local monopolies, which have access to 
capital at near-public sector interest rates, especially if they are debt-funded. They pose the 
question of why such arrangements cannot be used again in the energy sector, paralleling as it 
happens the situation with some private US utilities and with utilities in Denmark.  

 
The report does not offer the prospect of an easy path to energy independence and 
decarbonisation. It makes it very clear that all options pose acute difficulties. But it warns policy-
makers not to reject technologies just because they appear difficult without making sober 
comparisons with the reality of the other technologies under consideration." 
 
[Extract from Foreword by Prof. Robert Lowe Deputy Director and Prof. Tadj Oreszczyn, Director 
Energy Institute, UCL] 
 
A full copy of the report is available to download at http://aecb.net/news/2012/07/less-is-more-
energy-security-after-oil-lim-from-the-aecb/   We also have a small quantity of printed copies of the 
report available to purchase at a price of £20 each (inc P&P).  To place your order and arrange 
payment please contact sally@aecb.net. 
 
 
AECB Silver Certification 
AECB Silver Certification is a self-certification scheme open to building projects that meet the AECB 
Silver Standard design and performance criteria. The AECB self certification route has been 
developed whereby the self certifier (typically the building's energy consultant) takes responsibility 
for certification and for underwriting the Silver Standard claim.  
 
AECB Silver compliance cannot be assumed unless the building has been modelled in PHPP and 
construction quality has been verified: 
 

 Providing a PDF copy of the PHPP Verification sheet can be accepted as confirmation that the 
building has been designed in PHPP. 

 A set of key construction details (drawn details and their photographic equivalent will be 
required from all self-certified projects to provide evidence of construction quality using a 
construction detail checklist. 
 

The AECB self certification process is designed to make explicit the project's claim to be a low energy 
design and to provide the consumer with a degree of protection under trading standards - without 
the AECB having to get involved in quality control and legal matters.   This approach puts the 
responsibility for performance claims clearly with the person signing the certificate and a duty of 
care on the client to ensure that the consultant is competent and suitably insured. 

 

http://aecb.net/news/2012/07/less-is-more-energy-security-after-oil-lim-from-the-aecb/
http://aecb.net/news/2012/07/less-is-more-energy-security-after-oil-lim-from-the-aecb/
mailto:sally@aecb.net
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 First AECB Silver Certified project 
 
A Herefordshire based property development company, were very proud to have been awarded the 
Silver Certification from the AECB, the first development in the UK to receive this.  The building is 
designed to offer its occupants a 75-80% reduction in heating bills compared to standard homes. 

 
For more information visit http://www.retrofitforthefuture.org/leb/technical-information/aecb-
silver-performance-standard/  

 
 
Low Energy Buildings Database  
A guiding principle of the AECB is to focus on what really works in practice, to deliver buildings with 
genuinely improved environmental performance. The AECB originally established the 
AECB/CarbonLite Buildings Performance Database to show people what could actually be achieved 
in reality, as opposed to what people hoped they might achieve when developing the design. 

The database draws on the collective experience of AECB members, and now also the team’s 
involved in the Retrofit for the Future projects, and shares that learning. Almost uniquely, this 
database gives an honest account to anyone planning a low energy building of what can be achieved, 
along with a detailed account of how it has been done.  

The database includes information on both refurbishment and new build projects, in both the 
domestic and non-domestic sectors. The database shows the performance of each building, in both 
figures and clearly presented graphs. Design intention can easily be compared with built reality, and 
projects can easily be compared with each other. For each project you can see detailed design 
strategies, descriptions and illustrations of the building type, the measures taken and technologies 
employed.  

As the monitoring figures accumulate, the database will offer increasing numbers of well-illustrated 
and robust benchmarks for the energy and carbon performance levels that can be achieved, across a 

wide range of building types.  A new feature was introduced for users of the AECB Low Energy 
Building Database in the spring of 2012.  Project owners can preview chart views of fuel use, 
renewable energy generation, primary energy requirements and CO2 generation for their 
building project after they have entered fuel use data or fuel use forecast data, but before 
they publish their project to the website. 

This will enable project owners to quickly assess the estimated performance of their designs relative 
to other projects and/or energy standards. This immediate display of performance of measures 

http://www.retrofitforthefuture.org/leb/technical-information/aecb-silver-performance-standard/
http://www.retrofitforthefuture.org/leb/technical-information/aecb-silver-performance-standard/
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being considered can aid in project development whilst the graphs are useful tools for reporting to 
clients at early stages of a project. 
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AECB BOARD 

Secretary to the Trustees: Neill Lewis 
 
The Board of Directors of AECB Ltd met in Birmingham to conduct routine business four times during 
the year with a short meeting following the AGM to appoint Officers.   A special planning meeting 
was held in Birmingham in September which involved all staff and trustees.  The minutes of each 
meeting are published on the website at www.aecb.net.    For full details of Trustees, staff and 
professional advisors please see Appendix 1.  For a record of attendance at Board meetings please 
see Appendix 2. 
 
AECB Trustees and Staff 
 

 
 
FINANCE  

Finance sub-group: Mischa Hewitt, Peter Wilkinson 
Finance and Administration Officer: Sally Hall  
 
The Association continued to operate within its budgets and maintained good reserves. Despite the 
ongoing recession most members renewed and continued their support. New membership levels 
remained stable.  Average membership for the year was around 1400. Total subscription increased 
by just under 3%. 
  
Funding from the Esmee Fairbairn Foundation ended but the Board agreed to extend the contract 
with Gill Rivers (Business Operations Manager) for a further year, funded from reserves.  
 
Warm Company (SW) Ltd continued to run the CarbonLite programme (CLP) courses under contract 
with the AECB (www.carbonlite.org.uk/carbonlite/courses.php).  The AECB receives a fee per 
delegate.  Four successful Carbonlite Passivhaus Designer courses were held during the period plus 
ad hoc courses. During this period the surplus was re-invested in the courses. The AECB appointed 
a qualified assessor to attend all the courses for quality assurance purposes. The concluding 
recommendations were used to make further improvements to the courses. 

http://www.aecb.net/
http://www.carbonlite.org.uk/carbonlite/courses.php
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The AECB continued to make a surplus from the sale of the Passivhaus Planning Package (PHPP) 
software. In July 2012 the AECB entered into a new contract with the Passivhaus Institute as an 
official reseller of the new version - PHPP 7 (2012). There are discounts for existing users upgrading 
to the new product and for educational institutions.  For more information visit 
www.carbonlite.org.uk/carbonlite/software.php. 
  
The decision to re-develop the existing admin database and website system was made in the 
previous financial period. It involved a lot of preparatory work in order to ensure the new system 
could be costed properly and would meet all our needs and expectations. The contract for the work 
involved was issued in this financial year and it is expected that it will be completed at the end of 
2012. 
 
Despite the lower than normal attendance at this year’s Annual Conference held in June 2012, the 
event was a great success and made a surplus was made, mainly because of generous discounts 
given as a result of problems regarding the venue.   
   
The accounts are published separately and are in the members’ area of the website at 
www.aecb.net 
 
 

CONFERENCE AND AGM  

Conference sub-group: Fran Bradshaw, Geoff Stow  
Conference Secretariat: Karen Purvis 

 

 
 
After more years than any of us care to remember, the 2012 AECB Annual Conference was held in 
London. The new Academic Building of Goldsmiths College provided a very pleasant light space 
which was well equipped with access to the grounds. 
 

 Outdoor space at Goldsmiths College, London 
 
 
The two day Conference coincided with a visit to the UK by Wolfgang Feist from the German 
Passivhaus Institute and a joint event was held on the Saturday with the Passivhaus Trust for 

http://www.carbonlite.org.uk/carbonlite/software.php
http://www.aecb.net/
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members of the public.   The Conference had over twenty workshops covering three major themes; 
self-build, natural building products and indoor air quality.  
 
The 2012 Conference had a good turnout and feedback was very positive in terms of the 
organisation and quality of content.  As always grateful thanks to the speakers for their input not 
just to their workshops but to the event as a whole as their time and commitment is very much 
appreciated.  At the end of the first day a debate about the focus of the work of the AECB was held 
in response to comments made at previous events that the AECB was too focused on energy and 
Passivhaus. The format was a panel discussion with input from the membership. The panel members 
were Pat Borer (architect of the award winning Wise Building at CAT), Neil May (NBT) and Andrew 
Simmonds (AECB CEO) and chaired by AECB Committee member Fran Bradshaw. As is always the 
case with events such as this the debate was wide-ranging and passionate. A synopsis of the debate 
can be found on the website www.aecb.net.  
 
Costs to attend the Conference were kept to a minimum with the attendance fee remaining at the 
same level as the last three years. The small profit generated from this event goes into general AECB 
running costs. The conference isn’t run as a profit making venture but we do aim to more than just 
cover costs. 
 
The joint day with the Passivhaus Trust consisted of a masterclass with Wolfgang Feist; a panel 
discussion and Q&A on design.  Peter Warm of Warm Associates ran an introduction to Passivhaus 
for those new to the subject.  
 
  

 Lively debate continues over lunch at the 2-
2012 AECB Annual Conference  

 

 
 

http://www.aecb.net/
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BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AND PROMOTION 

PR & Marketing sub-group:  Peter Wilshaw, Paul Bourgeois, Neill Lewis, Geoff Stow, Gary Wilburn 

 

 
 
The AECB doesn’t do any promotion that costs as this does not seem to be best use of our limited 
resources.  As usual this year we had a stand at Ecobuild which we branded as “Never Mind the 
Greenwash we’re the AECB”. The badges were very popular and it was fun to see who was wearing 
one while giving a presentation. The stand was very busy and is always a popular meeting point for 
both members and friends. We do use the event to attract new members with limited success but it 
does raise the profile of the organisation.  
 
Again we were asked to do presentations and advice at the National Homebuilding and Renovating 
Show in Birmingham. While this doesn’t attract many new members it is a good way of both 
promoting our members services and countering the mis-selling of technological fixes. This year they 
had an eco building area and most of the speakers were AECB members which was good to see. 
This year we finally got our AECB Facebook page up and running and this is proving to be a popular 
way of sharing information, news and gossip. We also have a Twitter account and you can follow us 
at @AECBnet. 
 
 

MEMBERSHIP & LOCAL GROUPS 

Membership Officer: Peter Wilshaw, Neill Lewis 
Regional Groups Co-ordinator: Joanna Saady 
 
As we all know the last two years have been economically challenging and it will be no surprise that 
these circumstances have been reflected in the membership of the AECB.   
 
The membership for the year in question stands at around 1,400, representing a decrease from the 
previous year.  A broad brush strokes explanation of this situation is that the membership breaks 
down into roughly two categories: 
 

 Our loyal ‘hard-core’ of members, who have supported the work of the Association over many 
years 

 A more fluid group of members who will join for a period of time and then move on 
 
Examples of members in this second group include: 
 

 Students, who then don’t necessarily renew once they have finished their course of study 

 Self-builders finishing a project and then don’t remain connected 
 
As has been reported in previous years the overall nature of the membership remains diverse, 
coming from large, medium and small-scale enterprises throughout the construction industry. The 
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areas of work, skills and practices, remain well spread from architects, materials manufacturers and 
suppliers, to construction practitioners offering a range of trades and services. 
 
The key to the success of a membership organisation is contained within its membership. It is the 
principle tool in the AECB’s box for delivery of its aims, and where its efficacy as an organisation can 
be demonstrated. The AECB’s work cannot be done without a strong membership, who values their 
involvement with the organisation. 
 
It is therefore noteworthy that the number of local groups has increased over the year due to the 
commitment of individual members, volunteering to co-ordinate and organise members at a local 
level. The groups are diverse and active, and this richness comes from the variety of the 
membership. Particular mention should go to the tireless efforts made by Jo Saady and Debbie 
Mauger to bring this about. 
 
Local groups have provided added value to membership, giving people opportunities for networking, 
socialising and information exchange. In addition the local groups have provided a platform for non-
members to be introduced to the work of the AECB. 
 
In conclusion although external circumstances have made this a hard time for everyone, the AECB 
membership has become richer, better networked, and in many ways stronger than it has been for 
many years. 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Members of the Kent Local Group on  
the 2012 Pedalhaus Tour at  
 

 

 

 
 

 

Members of the Scotland Local Group visit Fort 
George  
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Milton Keynes Local Group members visit 
Passivhaus at Howe Park 
 

 
 

Dropslide at The Wildwood Trust, Herne Bay 
visited by the Kent Local Group 
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APPENDIX 1: TRUSTEES, STAFF AND PROFESSIONAL ADVISORS 

 
 
 Subgroup membership 
Trustees (Directors)  Frances Bradshaw  Conference, Research  

Nick Grant  Research  

Chris Herring Personnel  

Mischa Hewitt Finance, Research  

Neill Lewis Research, Membership & local groups 

Joanna Saady 
 

Business development & promotion, 
Membership & local groups 

Geoff Stow  
 

Business development & promotion, 
Conference 

Peter Wilkinson Finance, Personnel 

Peter Wilshaw  
 

Business development & promotion 
Membership & local groups 

Paul Bourgeois * appointed June 2012 

Nidhi Shah* appointed June 2012 

Gary Wilburn* appointed June 2012 

 
Officers 
 

 Chris Herring Chair 

Neill Lewis  Secretary to the Trustees 

Peter Wilkinson Treasurer , Company Secretary 

 
Staff 
 

 Andy Simmonds Chief Executive Officer 

Gill Rivers  Business Operations Manager 

Sally Hall Finance &  Administration Officer  

Emma Furniss Web Sub-editor/Membership Admin 

Chris Lord-Smith  Network newsletter Editor 

Debbie Mauger Regional Groups Administrator 

Kate de Selincourt  

Simon Kember  

   
Auditors 
 
Building Society 
 
Bankers 

 Keith Bridgford & Co Limited  
 
Ecology Building Society 
 
The Co-operative Bank 
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APPENDIX 2: ATTENDANCE AT MEETINGS 

 

 
 
     
 

 
DATE OF MEETING 

 
TOTAL 

ATTENDANCE 
2011 2012 

TRUSTEES (DIRECTORS) POST HELD DEC MAR MAY JUN SEP 

Paul Bourgeois* 
 

 
 

0 0 0 1 1 2 

Frances Bradshaw 
 

 1 0 1 1 1 4 

Nick Grant 
 

 1 1 0 0 0 2 

Chris Herring 
 

Chair 1 1 1 1 1 5 

Mischa Hewitt 
 

 0 0 1 1 1 3 

Neill Lewis 
 

Secretary to the 
Trustees 

1 1 1 1 1 5 

Jo Saady 
 

 1 0 1 1 1 4 

Nidhi Shah* 
 

 0 0 0 1 1 2 

Geoff Stow 
 

 1 1 0 1 1 4 

Gary Wilburn*   
 

 0 0 0 1 1 2 

Peter Wilkinson 
 

Company Secretary 
and Treasurer 

1 1 1 1 1 5 

Peter Wilshaw 
 

 1 1 1 0 0 3 

 
  TOTAL DIRECTORS PRESENT 
 

 
8 

 
6 

 
7 

 
10 

 
10 

 

STAFF 
 

POST HELD   

Andy Simmonds 
 

Chief Executive Officer 1 1 1 0 1 4 

Gill Rivers Business Operations 
Manager 

 

occasional attendance  
but no requirement to attend meetings 

 

  
TOTAL PRESENT 
 

 
9 

 
7 

 
8 

 
10 

 
11 

 

 
 
 


